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Gangs of new york book plot

Patricia Jameson-Sammartano Special to The Wild Geese Today Click on the cover to buy Herbert Asbury's book. The subtitle of Herbert Asbury Banda New York is The Informal History of New York Underworld. Informally, it's underrated. In fact, if we had read any other history of New
York, you would have assumed that New York was made of none other than gangsters - some were actual criminals, some were police officers and firefighters, and some were government. All of these groups have been linked to the Commission for Combat, Riots, Murder, Arson, Robbery
and Corruption. In 1928, the gang that terrorized New York began at frequent intervals for nearly a century. More like Chatham Street. As can be expected, the anti-Irish prism of the book continues through the whole lurid prose. There are many references to newspapers of the time period
and little to the actual statistics. This is perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the book for historians. The narrative is not chronological; from 1838 description of Lower Manhattan - the five-point area, tombs and criminal courts, to the Slave Plot from 1741 to the description of the collecting
pond. Asbury changed the narrative by keeping the book thematic. For the reader, this poses the challenge of turning pages and make it a little more important to follow the book. Miramax filmsDel reconstructing Martin Scorcese's 'Paradise Market' from The New York Band. Asbury
managed to paint a very disgusting picture of New York's lower classes. Paradise Square (the only part in the city where the poor were welcome) was compared to Coney Island in the early 1900s, overtaking saunas, dance palaces, brothels and other parties. Both black mammy peddling
hot yams and hot corn girl appeared, and the description of the area and people became explicit when he portrayed a change for inferior dating in the 1820s: Many old tenements began to crumble or plunge into an imperfectly drained swamp, and became dangerous for occupancy; and
malarial odors and fumes emanating from the marshes have made the entire area dangerous to health. Prominent families left the shingles for other parts of Manhattan, and their cities were mostly misled by black slaves and low-class Irish men who collapsed in New York on the first big
wave of immigration that followed the revolution and founding the Republic. It was the first white flight in New York. Asbury's description of the Old Brewery as the most famous tenement at the heart of the five-point Surprising. This building has been described as having an excellent room,
75 chambers above the ground, and some 20 basement rooms; The population of the building, according to Asbury, was at worst more than 1,000 (one of the few statistics provided in the book, with no date attached). The population was divided between Irish and African-Americans, and in
the basement there were mixed-race couples, with children who lived underground for years, because it was so dangerous for a resident of the Old Brewery to leave his nile, as it was for a foreigner to enter the building. I wonder what Asbury would do from today's charged urban housing
projects. Asbury traced the genesis of gangs to the 1820s green-food market. The 40 thieves were the first of these crowds, followed by Kerryonians, Chichesters, Roach Guards, Plug Uglies, Shirt Tails and Dead Rabbits. By 1835, the Bowery had become a fun mesm with a ballroom,
casinos, a concert hall, huge beer gardens and other party houses; The Bowery Boys, True Blue Americans, American Guards, O'Connell Guards and Atlantic Guards had memberships that were predominantly Irish, but it seems they weren't as criminal or as ferocious as their five-point
brothers, even though many of them were talented beats. This gift gave them the gift that they fought over, whose privilege was to fight the fires of that time, as many gangs were the city's original volunteer firefighters; William Marcy Tweed was counted in their number. The later gangs were
the Whyos of Mulberry Bend, Hartley Mob, who employed the saddle to keep the Five Pointers unspless, the Dutch mafia, rag gang and Hell's Kitchen Gang, which absorbed the Tenth Avenue gang, and were quite possibly the forerunners of Westies. An illustration from 'Gangs of New



York'Bill 'The Butcher' Poole is preparing to eliminate another rival. Among the more colourful characters settling this book are Hell-Cat Maggie, who fought with the Dead Rabbits; Mose; Bowery B'hoy; Bill the Butcher Poole (a/k/a Bill the Butcher Cutting The Slave of Martin Scorsese, so
admirablely played by Daniel Day-Lewis in The Gangs of New York); And Monk Eastman. Maggie's supposed to break her teeth and wear her honey nails, and it's better if she sticks it to the enemy. Mose was a Paul Bunyan figure, about which heroic tales of firefighting goodies were told.
Bill the butcher was a Greenwich Village gangster and heir who smashed skulls and shneed his eyes; He died in a bar brawl shot in 1855 by Lew Baker, an associate of the Bowery Boys, long before the 1863 riots. Shot in the heart, he held back for two weeks, and his last words were, after
Asbury, Goodbye, boys: I die a true American! Asbury portrays the city government as quick to see the practical value of gangsters, and to learn about the advisability of providing them with meetings and hideouts that could benefit them and their special talents employed on Election Day to
ensure the government, tammany and for them. In other words, Tammany Hall not only embezzled money from New York citizenship, but allowed the gangs to flourish. The city's set of riots takes two chapters and exploits the Irish, who have become the target of daily newspapers, with the
exception of the New York Tribune's Horace Greeley, who has advocated for more crowd-suppressing jobs. The unrest lasted four days, leaving an estimated 2,000 people dead, with 8,000 injured. Archbishop Hughes came out for criticism; Even though he was so sick of the poor that he
had to sit on the balcony, he addressed the riots and urged them to stop the riots. Critics said the speech was too young and too late. Miramax Movies Director Martin Scorsese In the film:Leonardo DiCaprio as Amsterdam Vallon Daniel Day-Lewis as Bill Butcher CuttingCameron Diaz as
Jenny EverdeaneJim Broadbent as William Boss Tweedand Liam Neeson kao priest Vallon Official 'Gangs of New York' website Later chapter is turned over to Tong Warsu in Chinatown in the early 1900s, These Jewish and Italian gangsters, who dominated during prohibition, are most of
the Mayhem a prise ircima. Many of the works mentioned in the book are newspapers of the times; However, Asbury includes a bibliography that lists books published before 1927, including the Valentine's Day manual of Old New York, from 1866 to 1927. This was the primary source of
statistics published annually. Interestingly, it also includes a glossary called Slang of Early Gangsters, in which the term City College is referred to as Tombs. In its introduction, the author states that the text should not be read as a sociological text, but as an attempt to chronicle the more
spectacular image of a refractory citizen who has been a dangerous scourge in New York for nearly 100 years. Then, of course, imprecisely declare the gang activity in the city extinct. Colorful? Da. Sensational? Absolutely. Detailed? Too. Please don't read the New York gang as history. But
it's fun, with lithographs and paintings all over. If nothing else, the book is a good starting point for research. Patricia Jameson-Sammartano (pjs@TheWildGeese.com) is a long-time member of the Roundtable of Irish History, the W.B. Yeats Society of New York and the Council for Irish
Heritage and Culture Week in New York. The former chairwoman of the UFT's Irish American Heritage Committee taught Irish studies at St. John's University, teaches high school in Manhattan and lives on Staten Island. She also wrote for the Irish Voice and the New York Irish. RELATED
LINKS Copyright © 2012 GAR Media LLC. This article must not be reprinted or reclassloced without the author's prior permission. Direct questions about licence permissions@garmedia.com. For other uses, see Gangs of New York (disa week). The 2002 film, directed by Scorsese Gangs of
New YorkTheatrical release posterDirected byMartin ScorseseProduced byAlberto GrimaldiHarvey WeinsteinScreenplay byJay CocksSteven ZaillianKenneth LonerganStory byJay CocksBased on Gangs of New Yorkby Herbert AsburyS Leonardotarring DiCaprio Daniel Day-Lewis Cameron
Diaz Jim Broadbent John C. Reilly Henry Thomas Brendan Gleeson Music byHoward ShoreCinematographyMichael BallhausEd byThelma SchoonmakerProductioncompany Touchstone PicturesMiramax FilmsAlberto Grimaldi ProductionsInitial Entertainment GroupDistributed byBuena
Vista DistributionRelase December 20, 2002 (2002-12-20) Running time167 minutes[1]CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishBudget $100 million$[2]Box office$193.8 million[2] The New York Band is american An epic historical crime film from 2002,[3] directed by Martin Scorsese, which
was shot in New York's poor towns and inspired by Herbert Asbury's 1927 book The Gangs of New York. The screenplay was written by Jay Cocks, Steven Zaillian and Kenneth Lonergan. The film stars Leonardo DiCaprio, Daniel Day-Lewis and Cameron Diaz. In 1863, a long-standing
Catholic-Protestant revival erupted into violence, just as an Irish group of immigrants protesting against the low wages caused by the influx of freed slaves, as well as the threat of posting. Scorsese developed the project for 20 years until Harvey Weinstein and his production company
Miramax Films acquired it in 1999. The film was shot at Cinecittà in Rome, and in New York the film was completed until 2001, but its release was delayed on 11 September. Released on December 20, 2002, the film grossed $193 million worldwide, according to its $100 million budget.
Reviewers praised Day-Lewis's performance, Scorsese's directing, and film production and costume design, but the story was criticized. The film received 10 Academy Awards nominations at the 75th Academy Awards. Plot In the orphanage neighborhood of Five Points, Manhattan, two
gangs, nativist Protestants led by William Bill butcher Cutting, and a group of Irish Catholic immigrants, Dead Rabbits, led by Priest Vallon, are engaged in a battle to determine which section will swing over the territory. During a brutal confrontation, Bill kills Vallon and declares dead rabbits
banned. When he witnessed this, Vallon's young son hides a knife that killed his father and takes him to an orphanage on Blackwell Island. In 1862, Vallon's son, who now uses the nickname Amsterdam, returns to Five Points, seeking revenge and gaining a knife. An old acquaintance,
Johnny Sirocco, introduces him to the local gang clans, and they all pay homage to Bill, who still controls the territory. Amsterdam is finally presented to Bill, but he's hiding his past as he seeks recruiting in the gang. He found out that a lot of my father's ex-rabbits are now in Bill's office.
Every year, Bill celebrates the anniversary of his victory over the Dead Rabbits, and Amsterdam plans to kill him in secret during this. Amsterdam soon attracts pickpocket and fraudster Jenny Everdeane, with whom Johnny is also a stoned. Amsterdam acquires Bill's self-confidence and
becomes his protégé, which includes him in the sedgas of corrupt Tammany Hall politician William M. Tweed. Amsterdam saves Bill from an assassination attempt and is tormented by the thought that he may have done so out of honest devotion. On the eve of the anniversary, Johnny, in a
swooth of jealousy over Jenny's affection for Amsterdam, reveals Amsterdam's true identity and intentions to Bill. Bill invites Amsterdam with a knife-throwing act involving Jenny. Like Bill, he toasts the priest Vallon, Amsterdam throws a knife, but Bill dumps it and wounds Amsterdam with a
meter. Bill then beats him and burns his face with a hot blade. Jenny hides and swears to run off with her to San Francisco. Amsterdam, on the other hand, is returning to Five Points, seeking revenge and announcing its return by hanging a dead rabbit in Paradise Square. Bill sends a
corrupt Irish policeman, Mulraney, to investigate him, but Amsterdam kills him and hangs his body in the square. Bill beat Johnny up in revenge and chased him away with a pike, which left Amsterdam to end his suffering. When the Amsterdam gang beats McGloin, one of Bill's lieutenants,
to pray in the local Catholic Church, Bill and the natives march through the church, squeezing Amsterdam and the Dead Rabbits. There's no violence, but Bill promises to come back soon. The incident covers newspapers, and Amsterdam presents Tweed with a plan to defeat Bill's
influence: Tweed will support Monk McGinn's bid for sheriff, and Amsterdam will secure an Irish vote for Tammany. Monk wins in a landslide, and humiliated Bill kills him. McGin's death prompts an analysing Amsterdam to challenge Bill to a gang fight in Paradise Square that Bill accepts. A
set of civil war riots also erupts as gangs prepare to fight, and Soldiers of the Union Army are deployed to control the riots. As rival gangs fight, artillery fire from ships is directed at Paradise Square, which interrupts their battle shortly before kick-off. Many gang members are killed by navy
gunfire, soldiers or riots. Bill and Amsterdam fight each other until Bill is injured with a piece of shrapnel. Amsterdam then stabs Bill with his father's knife, kills him and ends his reign. Amsterdam and Jenny are leaving New York to start a new life in San Francisco. Before they leave,
Amsterdam burys Bill in a cemetery in Brooklyn, next to his father. As Amsterdam and Jenny leave the cemetery, the film's final scene shows how the skyscraper changes in time over the next 140 years, as modern Manhattan is built, from the Brooklyn Bridge to the World Trade Center, and
the cemetery becomes overgrocked and forgotten. Leonardo DiCaprio's cast as Amsterdam Vallon Daniel Day-Lewis as William Bill butcher Cutting (based on Cameron Diaz as Jenny Everdeane Jim Broadbent as William Boss Tweed John C. Reilly is happy Jack Mulraney Henry Thomas
as Johnny Sirocco Liam Neeson as Priest Vallon Brendan Gleeson as Walter Monk McGinn Gary Lewis as McGloin Stephen Graham as Shang Eddie Marsan as Killoran Alec McCowen as Reverend Raleigh David Heeson as John F. Schermerhorn Lawrence Gilliard Jr. But Hell-Cat Maggie
Roger Ashton-Griffiths is P.T. Barnum Barbara Bouchet for Schermerhorn Michael Byrne as Horace Greeley John Sessions as Harry Watkins Richard Graham as Harvey-Card Player Giovanni Lombardo Radice as Mr. Legree Production The country was for grab, and New York was a barrel
of groundhremia. This was not the America of the West with its wide open spaces, but claustrophobia, where everyone was crushed together. On the one hand, you had the first big wave of immigration, the Irish, who were Catholic, spoke Glena and were loyal to the Vatican. On the other
hand, they were Nativists who thought they were the ones who fought and bled and died for the nation. They looked at the Irish coming out of the boats and said, What are you doing here? It was chaos, tribal chaos. Gradually, street by street, block by block, was a work from democracy, as
people somehow learned to live together. If democracy didn't happen in New York, it's not going to happen anywhere. — Martin Scorsese on how he saw the history of New York as the battleground of modern American democracy[4] Filmmaker Martin Scorsese grew up in Little Italy in the
Manhattan district of New York in the 1950s. During this time, he noticed that there were parts of his neighborhood that were much older than the others, including headstones from the 1810s in the cathedral of Old St. Patrick, a fire house street and small basements located beneath recent
large buildings; It was Scorsese's curiosity about the history of the area: I gradually realized that there were no Italian-Americans, that there were other people before us. When I started to understand that, I was fascinated. I was wondering what New York looked like? How were the people?
How did they walk, eat, work, dress? [4] In 1970, Scorsese came across Herbert Asbury's New York gang: The Informal History of the Underground World (1927) about the city's 19-year criminal world, and found it a revelation. In portraits of urban criminals, Scorsese saw the potential for an
American epic about the battle for modern American democracy. [4] During this time, Scorsese was a young director with no money and fame; by the end of the decade, with the success of crime films such as Mean Streets (1973), about his old neighborhood, and Taxi driver (1976), he was
a rising star. In 1979, he acquired screen rights to Asbury's books; however, it took 20 years for production to move forward. Reproductive problems cityscape nineteenth century New York with the style and detail Scorsese wanted; Almost nothing in New York looked the way it was at the
time, and filming elsewhere was not an option. At the end of 1999, Scorsese was able to find a partnership with Harvey Weinstein, the aforementioned producer and co-president of Miramax Films. [4] Jay Cocks spent nine revised development drafts with Scorsese for the film adaptation,
which was reported in The New Yorker in March 2000. [5] Scorsese recorded the production at the large Cinecittà studio in Rome, Italy. Production designer Dante Ferretti is in a 19th-century New York building. It's a five-block area of Manhattan's Donjeg, including the Five Points slum, the
East River section, two cores in Full, the 30th-floor broadway, patrician imanje, i replicas of Tammany Hall, church, saloon, Chinese cinema, i gambler. [4] By five points, Ferretti re-drew a picture of George Catlin's area. [4] Exercises and character development Special attention was also
paid to the speech of the characters, as the faithful often revealed their accents. The film's head coach, Tim Monich, resisted the use of generic Irish brogue and instead focused on the different dialeces of Ireland and Great Britain. Since DiCaprio's character was born in Ireland but raised in
the United States, his accent was designed to be a mix of accents typical of semi-Americanized. To develop the unique, lost accents of Yankee Nativists, like Daniel Day-Lewis's character, Monich examined old poems, ballads, newspaper articles (in which he gave a immediately imitated
speech dialect in a form of humor) i Rogue's Lexicon, the books of the idiom of the underground world, sachihed by the New York Police Chief, how his people could talk about what criminals talk about. An important part was a recording of the 1892 rollers about Walt Whitman, who recites
four lines of poem in which he used the word Earth as Uth, and a nose and plane like ayan. Monich concluded that nineteenth-century New Yorkers probably sounded like the proverbial Brooklyn hacking of the mid-20th century. [4] Filming at cinecittà studios in Rome, Italy. Filming of the
main photograph began in New York and Rome on 18 December 2000 and ended on 30 March 2001. [6] Due to strong personalities and conflict with the visions of the director and producer, the three-year production became a story in itself. [7] [8] Scorsese strongly defended his artistic
vision of taste and length issues, while Weinstein fought for a streamlined, more commercial version. During the delays, they had to leave production due to conflicts with other productions such as Robert De Niro and Willem Dafoe. The costs were by 25%, which means that the total cost is
more than $100 million. [7] Due to the increased budget, the film was crucial to the short-term success of Miramax Films. [10] After production and distribution After completion of post-production in 2001, the film was delayed by more than a year. The official rationale was to take a look at
modern New York City, along with the towers of the World Trade Center, after the 9/11 attacks, despite the fact that the attacks destroyed them more than a year before the film was released. [11] However, this interpretation was made possible in Scorsese's contemporary statements,
where he noticed that the production was still recording acquisitions in October 2002. In the end, it was decided that the towers should remain unchanged. Weinstein kept demanding cuts to the length of the film, and some of those cuts were eventually made. In December 2001, Jeffrey
Wells [who?] reviewed the film's working print, as it existed in the fall of 2001. Wells reported that the workprint had no narrative, it was about 20 minutes longer, and although it was different from the [theatrical] version ... scene after scene after scene play exactly the same in both. Despite
the similarities, Wells found that the working print was richer and more satisfying than the theatrical version. While Scorsese said, that theatrical version of his final cut, He is how to be reported, prenio [three time plus [work print] version of Gangs on the cassette [friend] i povereo, 'I'm on the
side of my contractual obligation to deliver u miramaxu theft, two-time i four-week version, that is, the version with which I am lucky,' or I say u here for purpose. [11] In an interview with Roger Ebert, Scorsese raised the real issues in the film's cut. Ebert notes his discussions with Weinstein,
he said, always about finding the lengths where the picture works. When he got to the press, he was married. The film is currently 168 minutes long, he said, and it's the right length and therefore there will be no cut by the director - because that's the director's cut. [14] Soundtrack Main
article: Gangs of New York: Music from the Miramax Motion Picture Robbie Robertson oversaw the soundtrack's collection of eclectic pop, folk and neo-classical tracks. Historicality This section needs additional citations to verify. Help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources.
Material which is not pulled out may be challenged and disposed of. Find sources: New York Gangs – news · newspapers · books · Scholar · JSTOR (August 2016) (Read how and when to remove this template message) Scorsese has received both praise and criticism for historical
depictions in the film. In an interview with the History News Network, George University professor Tyler Anbinder said that visual portrayals and discrimination against immigrants in the film were historically accurate, but both the amount of violence depicted and the number of Chinese,
especially female immigrants, were much more common in the film than in reality. [15] Asbury's book described the Bowery Boys, Plug Uglies, True Blue Americans, Shirt Tails and Dead Rabbits, who were named by their combat standard, a dead rabbit on pikes. [4] The book also
described William Poole, the inspiration for William Bill the Butcher Cutting, a member of the Bowery Boys, a naked boxer and leader of the know nothing political movement. Poole didn't come out of the top five and was killed nearly a decade before the riots. Both fictional Bill as real he had
a meat car, but Poole is not known to kill anyone. [17] The book also describes other famous period gangsters, such as Red Rocks Farrell, Slobbery Jim and Hell-Cat Maggie, who put their front teeth on points and wore faux brass nails. Anbinder said that Scorsese's recreation of the visual
environment from the mid-19th century and five points couldn't have been much better. All the sets were built entirely on the stage of the Cinecittà studio in Rome. By 1860, New York had 200,000 mostly Catholic Irish immigrants[20] in 800,000 inhabitants. [21] According to Paul S. Boyer,
the period from 1830 to 1850 was a time of almost continuous disruption and turbulence among the city's poor. A decade from 1834 to 1844 alone, more than 200 major gang wars were seen in New York, while in other cities the pattern was similar. [22] As early as 1839, Mayor Philip Hone
said, This city is tainted by gangs of hardened men who patrol the streets, making the night disgusting and insulting anyone who is not strong enough to defend themselves. [23] The battle of the big gangs, shown in the 1846 film, is fictional, although it was between the Bowery Boys and
dead rabbits on july 4, 1857, which is not mentioned in the film. [24] The reviewer Vincent DiGirolamo notes that The Bands of New York becomes a historical epic without change over time. The effect is to freeze ethno-cultural rivalries over three decades and portray them as irrational
animosities of foreay, unchanged by demographic shifts, economic cycles and political redistribution. [25] In the film, the draft riots are portrayed mostly as acts of destruction, but this week in July 1863 there was a lot of violence, resulting in more than 100 deaths, mostly freeing African-
Americans. They were particularly targeted by the Irish, in part because of fears of competition in the service that more free slaves would be created in the city. [26] The bombing of the city by naval ships at sea to put an end to the unrest is entirely fanciful. The film refers to the ruthless
Tweed Courthouse as Boss Tweed refers to plans modest and economics on. [required indication] In the film, Chinese Americans were frequent enough in the city to have their own community and public venues. Although the Chinese had already mersed to America in the 1840s, the
significant Chinese migration to New York did not begin until 1869, at a time when the transcontinental railway was carried out. The Chinese Theatre on Pell St. was not completed until the 1890s. [27] The old brewery, an filled tenement, shown in the film in both 1846 and 1862-63, was
actually demolished in 1852. [28] The publication of Scorsese's original target date was 21 December 2001, at the time of the 2001 Academy Awards, but production control over this objective of Scorsese was still being filmed. [12] The 20-minute clip, which was uploaded as an extended
preview, debuted at the Cannes Film Festival in 2002 and was shown at an event that was star-studded at the Palais des Festivals et des Congrès with Scorsese, DiCaprio, Diaz and Weinstein. [12] Harvey Weinstein then wanted the film to open on December 25, 2002, but a possible
conflict with another film, including Leonardo DiCaprio's Catch Me If You Can produced by DreamWorks, caused him to move the premiere day to a previous position. After negotiations between several parties, including the interests of DiCaprio, Weinstein and DreamWorks' Jeffrey
Katzenberg, the decision was made on an economic basis: DiCaprio refused to confront the conflict of promoting two films that open against each other; diCaprio refused to confront the conflict of promoting two films that opened up against each other. Katzenberg was able to convince
Weinstein that violence and adult material in New York's gangs won't necessarily attract families on Christmas Day. The most important concern for all involved was the attempt to increase the opening day of the film, which is an important part of the economics of the film industry. [8] After
three years of production, the film was released on 20 December 2002, a year after its original scheduled release date. [12] While the film was released on DVD and Blu-ray, there are no plans to see the theatrical cut again or make a director's cut for a home video release. Marty doesn't
believe it, the editor Thelma Schoonmaker said. He believes in showing only the final film. [11] The Film's admissions box office earned $77,812,000 in Canada and the United States. He also needed $23,763,699 in Japan and $16,358,580 in the UK. Worldwide, the film grossed
$193,772,504. [29] Critical reception Rotten Tomatoes has an approval rating of 73% based on 211 reviews, with an average rating of 7.11/10. The website's critical consensus reads: Although flawed, the smoved, ruthless Gangs of New York are redeemed with impressive production
design and Day-Lewis's electrifying performance. [30] Metacritic's second ategator gave the film a rating of 72 out of 100, indicating generally favorable reviews. [31] Roger Ebert praised the film, but believed that Scorsese's best work had fallen, while his co-star in the films Richard She
called it a masterpiece and declared it the leading pretender for best picture. [32] CNN's Paul Clinton called the film a great American epic. [33] In Variety, McCarthy wrote that the film somewhat lacks the excellent film status, but it is still a richly impressive and densely realized work that
bravely opens the eye and mind of an incomprehensible aspect of American history. McCarthy pointed to historical detail and production design for particular praise. [34] Some critics were disappointed with the film, as one review of CinemaBlend felt that it was too violent with few characters
worth worrying about. [35] Norman Berdichevsky of the New English Review wrote in a negative critique that some locals in Spain who watched the Gangs of New York later confirmed several anti-American beliefs that he considered to be the result of gratuitous violence, historically
inaccurate and general staging of American society in the worst possible light. Others felt that it was trying to tackle too many topics without saying anything unique about them and that the whole story was weak. [38] The gangs of New York's list of top 10 critics were on the list of many
critics. [39] 1. – Peter Travers, Rolling Stone 1. – Richard Roeper, Ebert &amp; Roeper[40] 2. – Richard Corliss, Time Magazine 2nd – Ann Hornaday, Washington Post 3rd – F. X. Feeney, L.A. Weekly 3rd – Scott Tobias, The A.V. Club[41] 5th – Jami Bernard, New York Daily News 5th –
Claudia Puig, USA Today 6th – Mike Clark, USA Today 6th – Nathan Rabin, The A.V. Club[41] 6th – Chris Kaltenbach , Baltimore Sun 8th – A.O. Scott, The New York Times 9th – Stephen Holden , The New York Times Top 10 (listed alphabetically) – Mark Olsen, L.A. Weekly Top 10
(listed alphabetically) – Carrie Rickey, Philadelphia Inquirer Awards Award Award Award Recipient Academy Awards Best Picture Alberto Grimaldi and Harvey Weinstein Nominated for Best Director Martin Scorsese Nominated for Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Nominated for Best Original
Screenplay Jay Cocks Steven Zaillian and Kenneth Lonergan Nominated for Best Cinematography Michael Ballhaus Nominated for Best Artistic Direction Dante Ferretti and France Losca Schiavo Nominated for Best Picture Costume Designer Sandy Powell Nominated for Best Motion
Picture Editing By Thelma Schoonmaker Nominated for Best Sound Tom Fleischman, Eugene Gearty and Ivan Sharrock nominated for best original song Bono, The Edge, Adam Clayton and Larry Mullen For The Hands that Built America nominated su British Film Awards Academy[42]
Best Picture Actor Alberto Grimaldi and Harvey Weinstein Nominated for Best Direction Martin Scorsese Nominated Best Actor in a Leading Role Daniel Day-Lewis won best original screenplay by Jay Cocks Steven Zaillian, Kenneth Lonergan Nominated for Best Cinematography Michael
Ballhaus Nominated for Best Film Music By Howard Shore for best montage Thelma Schoonmaker Nominated best sound Tom Fleischman, Ivan Sharrock, Eugene Gearty, and Philip Stockton nominated for best design production Dante Ferretti Ferretti Best Costume Design Sandy Powell
Nominated Best Makeup Manlio Rocchetti and Aldo Signoretti Nominated Best Special Visual Effects R. Bruce Steinheimer, Michael Owens, Ed Hirsh, i Jon Alexander nominated Chicago Film Critics Association[43] Best director Martin Scorsese nominated for Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis
Award nomination for film awards for critics[44] Best picture nominated for Best Director Martin Scorsese Nominated for Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Wins Director's Esnald America Best Director Martin Scorese Nominee Best Director Martin Scorsese won the Golden Globe award for Best
Film Film[45] Best Film Film – Drama Nominated Best Director Martin Scorsese Wins Best Actor in a Drama Series , Adam Clayton and Larry MullenFor the song The Hands that Built America won the Kansas City Film Critics Circle Awards Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Won Las Vegas Film
Critics Society Awards[46] Best Actor won best original song Bono, Edge, Adam Clayton and Larry MullenFor the song The Built That America Won Los Angeles Film Critics Association Best Actor Daniel Day-Won Lewis Best Production Design Dante Ferretti Won New York Film Critics
Circle[47] Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Won Online Film Critics Society Awards[48] Top 10 films 5. City Best Director Martin Scorsese Nominated for Best Sound Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Wins Best Cinematography Michael Ballhaus Nominated for Best Ensemble Nominated for Best Artistic
Direction Dante Ferretti Nominated for Best Costume Nomination Sandy Powell Nominated for Best Sound Tom Fleischman, Eugene Fleischman, Ivan Sharrock Nominated Phoenix Film Critics Society Awards For Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Nominated for Best Direction Art Dante Ferretti
Nominated for Best Costume Design Sandy Powell Nominated for Best Costume Design By Sandy Powell Nominated for Best Costume Design Makeup Manlio Rocchetti i Aldo Signoretti Nominated San Diego Film Critics Society Awards Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Won Satellite Awards
Best Actor - Drama Won Best Art Direction Dante Ferretti Won Best Costume Design Sandy Powell Nominated for Best Cinematography Michael Ballhaus Nominated for Best Montage Thelma Schoon Won Best Sound Tom Fleischman, Eugene Gearty, Ivan Sharrock Nominated for Best
Visual Effects Nominated for a Screen Actors Guild Award[49] Award for Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Wonn Film Critics Association Awards[50] Best Director Martin Scorsese Won Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Won Vancouver Film Critics Round Best Film Nominated Best Director Martin
Scorsese Nominated for Best Actor Daniel Day-Lewis Company Effects Awards Best Supporting Visual Effects Michael Owens, Camille Geier, Edward Hirsh and Jon Alexander Nominated for Best Picture Nomination Brett Northcutt, Ronn Brown, Mathieu Raynault, Evan Pontoriero
Nominated Writers Esnaf America Original Screenplay Jay Cocks, Steven Zaillian, Kenneth Lonergan Nominated See tudi New York City portal Filmski portal Irski Američani v New York City Irske brigade (ZDA) Seznam identitet v Bande New York (knjiga) Reference ^ Gangs of New York
(18). Britanski odbor za klasifikacijo filmov. 10. december 2002. Pridobljeno dne 5. oktobra 2016. ↑ a b Gangs of New York (2002). Blagajna Mojo. Pridobljeno dne 27. februarja 2017. ↑ Gangs of New York (2002) - Martin Scorsese | Sinopsis, Characteristics, Moods, Themes and Related.
AllMovie. Pridobljeno dne 21. februar 2020. ↑ a b c d e f g h i j Fergus M. Bordewich (december 2002). Manhattan Mayhem. Smithsonian Magazine. Pridobljeno dne 15. julij 2010. ↑ Singer, Mark (2000). Človek, ki nič ne pozabi. The New Yorker. 19. marec 2000. [1] ^ Gangs of New York
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